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[Summarized below is an analysis of Peruvian President Alan Garcia's economic errors by Ana
Laura Azuara de Barrios and Alvaro Shiraishi, published in the 08/03/88 issue of El Financiero
(Mexico).] Three years ago when President Garcia came to power, the first sign of his populist bent
was an announcement that Peru would not pay foreign creditors the equivalent of more than 10%
of annual export revenues. Then, the new Peruvian leader implemented a "heterodox" domestic
economic program, which included the following measures: a price freeze to control inflation;
salary hikes and a temporary income support program to stimulate domestic demand and thus,
economic growth; price guarantees and financial subsidies (preferential interest rates on loans)
for farmers to boost agricultural production; and, reduced interest rates and a protectionist trade
policy to stimulate industrial output. Despite warnings by conventional economists that it was
not possible to control inflation while simultaneously realizing economic growth, the first stage of
Garcia's heterodox policies worked. From an average 10% per month in the first eight months of
1985, inflation dropped to 3% per month in the last quarter of the year. Economic growth rose from
2.3% in 1985 to 9% in 1986. Per capita income increased 5% in 1986, and 4% in 1987. As a result of
limiting foreign debt payments, Peru's foreign reserves increased from $900 million in July 1985
to $1.5 billion in late 1985. The principal explanation of program success was its design to employ
the economy's idle productive capacity. Economic growth combined with price stability is viable
if grounded on bringing idle capacity "on-line." At present, economic growth in Peru is declining;
projected GDP growth for 1988 is 3%. Shortages of industrial inputs, foodstuffs and consumer goods
are becoming generalized. By April this year, Peru's foreign reserves had plummeted to minus
$200 million. At that time, the government was obligated to sell $80 million in gold to continue
foreign trade operations. A black market in dollars has flourished in 1988: in early August, the
dollar was selling for ten times the official exchange rate. The government's program, originally
designed for implementation over a few months, was extended by Garcia for more than two years.
Although the president reportedly knew the program could only be temporary, he was driven
by an attempt to maintain his populist image. When the Peruvian economy's idle productive
capacity had been eliminated, the time had come to relax price controls and introduce incentives for
investment, exports and employment expansion. Investment was necessary to expand productive
capacity toward avoiding overheating of the economy, i.e., inflation. Since external sources of
foreign financing had dried up, exports were needed to be able to finance imports and generate
foreign reserves. Job creation was needed to make the demand growth "real," and not grounded on
artificial incentives. Garcia chose instead to continue his populist enterprise. He failed to devalue
the currency when reserves were already very low, which in turn led to negative reserves. He failed
to lift price controls on public goods and services, thereby creating an artificial consumption boom.
This measure was obviously intended to maintain support for the president among low-income
Peruvians. In 1987, the government launched another populist initiative, the nationalization of
private banks, finance companies and insurance companies. A year later, investment continues
depressed, the financial system deteriorated as a result of the dispute between the government and
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expropriated firms, and the launching of a parallel financial market by large enterprises that enjoy
liquidity. President Garcia's commitment to a populist enterprise has backfired.

-- End --
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